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All over the world, the frequency of detection of cholelithiasis (GSD) shows high values, so 

in the group of patients 65-70 years old, more than 15% of males and 25% of female patients have 

stones in the gall bladder cavity. In the group of elderly patients, rates of cholelithiasis increase, 

reaching values of 23.8-24.5% in men and more than 40% in women [1, 5, 10, 14, 18, 24, 31, 36]. 

At the same time, in 5% of the total number of patients with cholelithiasis, the annual increase in 

the development of various forms of complications is canceled; choledocholithiasis, gallstone 

pancreatitis, cholangitis and acute cholecystitis. According to researchers, more than half (55-

63.8%) of hospitalized patients diagnosed with cholelithiasis have complicated forms of this 

pathology of varying severity. Among the general contingent who received surgical treatment, 

about 30% is a group of elderly and senile patients [3, 6, 11, 23, 37, 39,]. 

VC. Gostishchev (2011), Sh.I. Karimov et al. (2018), V.S. Budipranama et al. (2020) note 

that the clinical picture of acute cholecystitis in older patients has its own characteristics. Firstly, it 

is a rapid, progressive course from the onset of the disease; secondly, these are developing 

complications, more than every third patient. The frequency of complications in elderly and senile 

patients is as follows: destructive-atrophic changes in the wall of the gallbladder in more than 90% 

of the entire contingent; bile peritonitis in 10-14.7%, acute pancreatitis in 38-50%, peri-vesical 

abscesses in 10-12%, peri-vesical infiltrates in 25-30% of patients in this age group [5, 10, 12, 18, 

25]. In addition to the development of acute cholecystitis, pathology of the bile ducts is also 

observed in patients of the older age group, often in 45-62% of cases, of which the main share falls 

on choledocholithiasis, accounting for 50-78% of all types of pathology [6, 27,30,33, 40]. 

In patients of this age group, against the background of developing involutive changes, 

detection of cholecystitis, choledocholithiasis, stenosis of the major duodenal nipple (MDS) 

develops; the incidence of this complication is detected in 8-58% of cases [17, 23, 37, 39,41]. 

In his many years of research, F.G. Nazirov et al. (2019) claim that due to the anatomical 

and topographical relationship of the two systems: biliary and pancreatic, along with pathological 

processes in the biliary tract, more than half (60-70%) of patients experience simultaneous damage 

to the pancreas. And also, with the development of the inflammatory process in the area of the head 
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of the pancreas, the terminal section of the bile duct is also involved in the process, all this further 

leads to a narrowing of the ampulla due to a scarred wall [10, 16,22,28,39]. 

As a rule, obstructive jaundice often develops in patients with acute cholecystitis, and the 

older the age, the more often this complication occurs, and according to the literature, on average it 

is 28-35%. And it is the development of biliary hypertension, due to mechanical disturbances in the 

outflow of bile, that explains the formation of cholangitis [4, 5, 11, 14, 17, 26]. 

In accordance with the data of P.S. Vetscheva et al. (2014) the main causes of the 

development of obstructive jaundice are the following processes: in almost 14% it is stenosis of the 

obstructive jaundice without choledocholithiasis; in 20.0% the development of indurative 

pancreatitis; 1.5% of cases: peri-vesical infiltrate with compression of the common bile duct; 2.5% 

of cases are the development of primary sclerosing cholangitis and the bulk - 62.5% of cases - are 

choledocholithiasis. 

The main problem in older age groups is the presence of concomitant somatic pathology, 

which very often aggravates the course of cholelithiasis. It is necessary to take into account the fact 

that in the acute period of the disease, the comorbidity of the pathology is further aggravated, 

acquiring a new character of clinical manifestations. According to the latest data, in the group of 

patients 75 years of age and above, 100% of patients with cholelithiasis have one or another 

concomitant pathology that is systemic in nature. Of course, first of all, this is the pathology of the 

cardiovascular system (80-100%), then the pathology of the respiratory system; Diabetes mellitus 

occurs in every 3 patients and another modern scourge of civilization is obesity, of 3-4 degrees 

[1,3,8,10, 17, 32, 41]. 

Due to the development of natural involutive processes in elderly and senile patients, the 

adaptive capabilities of the body itself also change, against the background of which the clinical 

manifestations of the disease take on new forms, asymptomatic or erased clinical manifestations. 

The characteristic polymorbidity of diseases in older people forces doctors to consider the presence 

of a whole ―bouquet‖ of concomitant pathologies as contraindications to performing certain 

surgical interventions. And, consequently, overestimation or underestimation of concomitant 

somatic pathology, the lack of targeted prevention of their complications leads to an increase in the 

number of complications and, unfortunately, mortality rates. 

As mentioned above, the clinical picture of acute cholecystitis in patients of older age 

groups is atypical, without clear clinical manifestations. All this together leads to various kinds of 

diagnostic and treatment errors; according to the authors, this is detected in 18-20% of cases. The 

pathology of the bile ducts in patients with acute cholecystitis with preserved patency for bile flow 

is complex, since it is dominated by symptoms of gallbladder damage. More than half of the 

patients are diagnosed with so-called ―silent‖ stones in the bile ducts, which have absolutely no 

clinical symptoms [2, 12, 17, 18,24,28,32,37]. 

All this together is the reason for late hospitalization of patients, so in the first 12 hours 

only 10-12% of the total number of patients seek qualified medical care, after 24 hours or more 

about 50% of patients, the rest of the patients are hospitalized in the first three days from the 

moment of the onset of an acute attack. It is these reasons that lead to an increase in the number of 

complications, thereby worsening the effectiveness of treatment [1,3, 6, 11,14,18,26, 32]. 

Traditional diagnosis of acute cholecystitis in this population group does not bring clear 

results; therefore, fundamental changes have occurred in solving these problems through the 

introduction of new technical diagnostic tools. This is primarily ultrasound examination, 

endoscopic methods such as laparoscopy, duodeno- and choledochoscopy, computed tomography 

and direct radiopaque studies of the bile ducts. New hardware and instrumental studies make it 

possible to determine the presence of erased forms of gallbladder pathology, the degree of 
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development of the pathological process, and identify the prevalence of complications primarily in 

the abdominal cavity [2,4,5,8,10, 17, 22]. 

Results and its discussion. The most important aspect of the treatment of acute 

cholecystitis in patients over 70 years of age is surgical tactics. For decades, two opposing surgical 

tactics have been used: 

1. Conservative expectant tactics – carrying out complex drug therapy in the acute period of 

cholecystitis, followed by surgical intervention after the acute phase of inflammation subsides, 

through a thorough examination and preparation [14, 18,23,35]. This tactic has its advantages; 

various studies have been devoted to this. In particular, Ya.M. Vakhrushchev et al. (2016) observed 

969 patients with acute cholecystitis. Of these, only 8 patients were operated on for emergency 

reasons, the rest received conservative treatment and were operated on as planned after the acute 

phenomena subsided [10]. 

2. Active surgical tactics for acute cholecystitis involve performing surgical intervention in 

the early stages (up to 72 hours) after hospitalization of the patient at the time of the attack. And as 

an analysis of modern scientific periodicals has shown, many surgeons are in favor of revising 

contraindications for elderly and senile people, justifying the presence of a significantly low degree 

of risk when performing cholecystectomy in the early stages of the disease, as well as low rates of 

surgical and anesthetic mortality, on average about 1% . Although in patients of these age groups 

there remains a high percentage of postoperative mortality (up to 12%) [3, 8, 11, 14, 17, 22, 31]. 

Somewhat contradictory data are provided by V.K. Gostishev et al. (2011). Thus, in 

seriously ill patients of older age groups, the mortality rate from cholecystectomies reaches up to 

35-40%. 

The research of Yu.S. turned out to be very interesting. Weiner et al. (2017), who 

conducted a retrospective analysis of the results of surgical treatment of acute cholecystitis, carried 

out according to active treatment tactics. The study found that the mortality rate of operated 

patients has not changed over the past 10 years and is 0.014 per thousand population. And as the 

author points out, the results of surgical treatment using conservative-wait-and-see or active tactics 

practically do not differ from each other [9]. 

The focus of surgeons’ attention remains on the question of how much ―volume‖ of surgical 

intervention should be, both in the acute period of the disease and at the peak of the severity of 

jaundice in patients. We must not lose sight of the age-related characteristics of this group of 

patients, and it would seem that with a technically correctly constructed operation, age-related and 

polycomorbid problems prevail, leading to high mortality rates. 

Considering the high percentage of postoperative risks instead of cholecystectomy, 

surgeons often resort to cholecystostomy (25-36% of the total number of operations for acute 

cholecystitis). However, when performing open cholecystostomy under local anesthesia in the 

operating room, the main disadvantages are laparotomy and heavy sedation of the patient. At the 

same time, mortality rates ranged from 11.0% to 25%, due to complications of concomitant 

somatic diseases [10, 17, 31,35,41]. 

In recent years, open cholecystostomy has been replaced by percutaneous cholecystostomy, 

performed using ultrasound or computed tomography [8, 12, 17, 23,27,33]. 

The active introduction into surgical practice of new technologies aimed at creating organ-

sparing methods of surgical intervention on the gallbladder under the control of a laparoscope and 

ultrasound has made it possible not to perform operations at the peak of an attack of acute 

cholecystitis. As a result, it became possible to delay surgery and carry out the necessary 

conservative treatment more thoroughly, which led to a reduction in mortality to 5-7%. And today, 
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it is percutaneous cholecystostomy that has shown itself to be the most effective method of surgical 

treatment of acute cholecystitis [12,15,19,23,29]. 

According to A.M. Shulutko (2013), S.A. Bystrov et al. (2019) percutaneous 

cholecystostomy is a complete alternative to the generally accepted open cholecystostomy, since 

the procedure itself is safe, relatively easy to perform, and can be performed even in bed under 

general anesthesia; all this was the reason for the reduction in mortality and the development of 

postoperative complications. There are 2 surgical approaches for cholecystectomy: transperitoneal 

and transhepatic. The choice of approach is up to the surgeon. The choice of transperitorial access 

is due to the significantly low risk of bleeding, contamination with infected bile, but despite this, 

the risk of colon perforation, disturbances in the portal system due to vascular injuries, catheter 

displacement after decompression of the gallbladder, and the development of biliary peritonitis is 

significantly increased. Transhepatic access to the gallbladder reduces the risk of developing these 

complications, however, with this access, hepatic bleeding and often pneumothorax are possible. 

Analysis of the results of laparoscopic and ultrasound cholecystostomy showed that these methods 

are quite comparable with each other according to various criteria - the number of complications, 

the effectiveness of gallbladder decompression, as well as the results of the treatment performed in 

the early stages. 

Due to the rapid decrease in pressure inside the bile ducts, the reduction in the degree of 

tension of the walls of the ducts and the cavity of the gallbladder, the possibility of complete 

sanitation of the cavity, it is possible to completely stop the acute phase of calculous cholecystitis. 

After the elimination of the acute phase against the background of corrective treatment of 

multimorbid pathology, in almost 75-80% of patients, complete drainage of the gallbladder is 

achieved, which provides grounds for further complete surgical treatment, thereby significantly 

reducing the risk of postoperative complications [10, 12, 17, 33,] . 

However, there is another group of patients in this age group who, due to the presence of 

concomitant severe somatic diseases, are unable to perform decompressive cholecystostomy or 

radical surgery after it. According to the literature, this group of patients makes up about 3-5% of 

the total number of patients with acute cholecystitis [23, 24,29,33]. 

Despite a number of advantages of decompression surgery, 25-80% of patients develop 

relapses of the underlying disease within 6-15 months. According to E.I. Galperin et al. (2019) in 

40% of cases, the picture of an acute inflammatory process due to the persistence of 

cholecystolithiasis remains in the wall of the bile ducts. 

Research by E.S. Burnevich et al. (2019) subjected 518 biopsies of removed gallbladders 

during the ―cold‖ period of the disease. The results obtained showed that despite competently 

performed decompression of the gallbladder, antibiotic therapy against the background of a ―calm‖ 

clinical picture, in 32.5% of cases (169 patients), phlegmonous and even focal gangrenous changes 

in the tissue structures in the wall of the gallbladders were preserved on histological preparations. 

However, despite this, the patients were transferred to outpatient treatment. 

As can be seen from the above, laparoscopic and ultrasound cholecystostomy should not be 

considered as the only, without alternative, method of treating acute cholecystitis. 

G. Donatelli et al. (2014) performed cholecystostomy with careful sanitation of the 

gallbladder, lithoextraction and electrohydraulic lithotripsy in patients with 4 - 5 risk categories of 

surgery due to the severity of the general condition in order to prevent relapse of acute 

cholecystitis. However, even after sanitization of the gallbladder, removal of stones from its cavity, 

and relief of acute inflammation, the likelihood of relapse of the disease remains very high. This is 

due to pronounced sclerotic and atrophic changes in the wall of the gallbladder. 
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As is known, developing involutive processes in people of both sexes over 60 years of age 

affect all organs and systems, in particular, in the wall of the gallbladder the muscular layer 

becomes significantly thinner, reaching values of 170-180 microns, sclerotic changes in the blood 

vessels are also observed, leading to the development of vasculitis and thrombosis . Consequently, 

sclerotic and atrophic changes in the wall of the gallbladder are caused primarily not by 

pathological transformations in cholelithiasis, but by developing aging processes, leading to a 

decrease in the functional activity of the organ [10, 14, 22,27,34,40]. 

   Consequently, the introduction of laparoscopic cholecystectomy into surgical practice 

does not change the overall picture. Laparoscopic cholecystectomy for acute complicated 

cholecystitis is performed predominantly (56 - 80%) after preventive percutaneous 

cholecystostomy or endoscopic papillotomy [14, 16,19,27,35]. 

Thus, based on the large number of patients over 70-75 years of age and above, as well as 

the presence of a history of concomitant somatic pathology, the treatment of acute cholecystitis 

complicated by obstruction of the bile ducts due to choledocholithiasis and papillostenosis 

becomes even more relevant [1,3,5,10 , 14, 22,27,34,40]. 

It should also be taken into account that the introduction of endoscopic technology into 

practice reduces morbidity rates, improves the clinical effectiveness of this treatment, and performs 

laparoscopic cholecystectomy along with endoscopic pallotomy [2,6,8,11,19, 29, 30, 33]. 

For EPST, stenosis of the terminal part of the common bile duct, the canal of the major 

duodenal papilla, isolated or combined with choledocholithiasis is an absolute indication for it. The 

presence of acute biliary pancreatitis, chronic recurrent pancreatitis, persistent spasm of the 

sphincter of Oddi, detection of multiple small stones in the hepaticocholedochus may be relative 

indications for EPT. It is necessary to keep in mind that the existing anatomical features of the 

obstructive joint, the presence of a diverticulum, adenoma and papillitis, deformations of the 

edematous duodenum can lead to difficulties in performing EPT [3,6, 17, 22, 31, 38]. In this 

regard, there is a need for open cholecystectomy, with further transduodenal papillotomy and 

choledochoduodenoanastomosis [3,6,15,18,29,38]. Many surgeons are attracted to the EPT 

technique due to its accessibility and good clinical effectiveness, because EPT is low-traumatic and 

is a complete alternative to transduodenal surgical operations on the abdominal joint. 

EPST can be an independent operation or precede other transpapillary operations 

(lithotripsy, lithoextraction), creating conditions for their implementation. Contraindications to 

EPST are extensive stenosis of the terminal part of the common bile duct, location of the BDS in 

the diverticulum, pancreatitis of non-biliary etiology, duodenostasis, bleeding disorders, severe 

condition of patients, limiting the duration and timing of the operation [2,4,6,9, 11, 15, 36] . 

For choledocholithiasis after EPST, two options for surgical tactics are possible: 

1. Active tactics - destruction or extraction of stones is carried out; 

2. Passive tactics - waiting for the spontaneous passage of stones; here the ratio of the 

diameter of the stone and the terminal section of the common bile duct will play an important role. 

Stones with a diameter of up to 10 mm, as a rule, pass spontaneously. In patients with a 

complicated medical history, if there is a risk of stone impaction in the terminal part of the 

common bile duct, as well as with a combination of choledocholithiasis and cholangitis, or 

multiple small stones, it is advisable to perform lithextraction. 

Litextraction is contraindicated for stones whose diameter exceeds the size of the terminal 

portion of the common bile duct, therefore ultrasonic monitoring is very important. To increase 

clinical effectiveness, it is recommended to use mechanical, electrohydraulic, laser contact biliary 

lithotripsy [3,6,8,11,13,18]. Despite the great advantages of endoscopic operations, such 

technologies have limits to their use. Many doctors exaggerate technical capabilities, unreasonably 
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increasing indications, etc., which led to a large number of various types of complications, 

chronicity of the process, worsening the patient’s condition. The main reason for the development 

of complications with lithiasis of the common and bile ducts is the inability to independently enter 

the duodenum or exit from the outside. According to many studies, the effectiveness of endoscopic 

papillosphincterotomy is on average 85 to 97%, the development of various types of complications 

is 7 to 12%, the mortality rate of endoscopic interventions is about 1.5% [10, 15,19,23,25,30 ]. 

According to E.I. Galperin (2012) has a twofold attitude towards surgical intervention of 

EPST; it is a radical operation with a high degree of clinical effectiveness (on average 76-85%). On 

the other hand, EPST can be used as a stage of preoperative decompression of the bile ducts, but 

immediately after EPST further stages of surgical treatment must be carried out immediately. 

According to many experts, the main reason for the low clinical effectiveness of 

endoscopic treatment is the impossibility of its use in two-stage surgical treatment of the disease. 

Many years of clinical experience show that, in fact, both endoscopic and open 

papillosphincterotomy do not differ from each other. Duodenoscopic papillosphincterotomy can be 

performed in two different ways, through the introduction of a pillotome into biliary fistulas or into 

special external drainages of the bile ducts [9, 41]. When performing EPST in the surgical 

treatment of papillostenosis and choledocholithiasis, the main complications are bleeding, acute 

cholangitis, retroduodenal perforation and acute pancreatitis, the frequency of which reaches 15-

17% [15, 17, 19,24]. 

If acute cholecystitis is detected in an elderly and senile patient, the use of active surgical 

tactics is justified, since emergency surgery involves patients with gallbladder perforation and the 

development of peritonitis (on average, about 10% of patients). At the same time, in such patients 

it is necessary to perform operations on the extrahepatic bile ducts. In destructive forms of acute 

cholecystitis, urgent surgical interventions are performed in 58-75% of patients in the first 3 days 

(on average, the interval is 48-72 hours) [6,9,11, 16, 17]. 

As an analysis of scientific periodicals has shown, despite a number of interesting data, in 

the clinical protocols for the surgical treatment of complicated forms of cholelithiasis in older and 

elderly patients there are no clear recommendations for restoring the paths of bile outflow into the 

duodenum. From this perspective, the question remains open and requires further scientific and 

experimental research. 

Thus, the interpretation of the results of numerous studies has shown that the incidence rate of 

complicated forms of cholelithiasis is continuously growing, and many aspects of the problem of 

treating such pathology remain open. Also in the spotlight are the development of targeted 

treatment for complicated forms of cholelithiasis in elderly and senile people. Based on the low 

clinical effectiveness, a large number of complications and a high mortality rate, the current results 

of generally accepted treatment methods cannot be considered satisfactory. Consequently, all of the 

above determined the relevance of research in this direction. 
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